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A Strategic Model for Forensic Readiness
Jan Collie
Abstract
Forensic readiness has been defined as: „…the capability of an organisation
to use digital evidence in a forensic investigation‟1. For businesses, especially
medium or small enterprises, gaining this capability can seem time consuming
and expensive: it may involve a number of processes, it may require new
hardware and software and people with specialised skill sets may need to be
hired in order to implement any plan. Yet developing and maintaining a
forensic readiness capability is vital in the digital age. Fraud and cybercrime
cost almost £11bn2 in the UK alone last year. Across the European Union,
the national annual cost of cybercrime now accounts for 0.41% of GDP3.
Recent figures have also shown that up to 62% of digital incidents are
caused by insiders, either accidentally or knowingly. An astonishing 91%
of cybersecurity attacks begin with a single email. This research proposes a
structured, strategic approach to forensic readiness for businesses that is
economic to implement and run. It is based on people and processes rather
than complex electronic systems. Key to this approach is a firm‟s best asset
- its own staff. It is theorised that the foundation stone of forensic readiness
is a strong internal security culture. In order to achieve this aim, a unique,
scalable model for efficient and inclusive planning is put forward with a
reporting construct which aims to assure company-wide involvement.
Keywords: Data security, Forensic readiness, Incident response, Information
security culture.
Acknowledgments: The author thanks Dr. Paul Hunton of Hunton Woods
Ltd., and Peter Wood, CEO of First Base Technologies Ltd., for providing
useful discussion and insights during the writing of this paper.
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Introduction
Forensic Readiness is a relatively new concept and one that is difficult
to define since it can be conceived in more than one way. The term was
invented by Tan (2001) but not defined by him. Instead, he identified two
objectives for Forensic Readiness:
1. Maximising an environment‟s ability to collect credible digital
evidence; and
2. Minimising the cost of forensics in an incident response.
Rowlingson (2004) put these objectives into a single statement and
presented Forensic Readiness as: „the ability of an organisation to maximise
its potential to use digital evidence whilst minimising the costs of an
investigation‟, although he added: „Forensic readiness is incident anticipation
compared with incident response.‟ Other authorities have also tended to
centre attention on preserving and gathering digital evidence (Hoolachan
and Glisson, 2010; NHS, 2009; Garcia, 2005) and a number of first responder
guides have been produced, in particular by law enforcement and government
agencies. These are briefly discussed in this paper but it is clear that although
gathering digital evidence is a vital element of forensic readiness it is,
nevertheless, only one element. Furthermore, minimising the cost of incident
response is a desired outcome and should flow from effective incident handling
since better business continuity can be maintained (Jaatun et al., 2009).
Whilst a significant body of research exists around the concept of forensic
readiness, a comprehensive literature review has shown that two quite separate
approaches to it have normally been adopted. Broadly, these are that forensic
readiness can be achieved either:
a) Via policies and procedures aimed at improving organisational data
security.
or
b) Via technical mechanisms aimed at locking down networked computer
systems.
A more integrated approach has been proposed by Pooe and Labuschagne
(2012) who considered the main activities involved and produced a conceptual
model. Pooe and Labuschagne‟s research identified four core activities within
this model, which they classified as: People, Process, Policy and Technology.
Within these categories are sub-categories such as organisational requirements
and security awareness. Another model, focusing on the types of expertise
needed in implementing forensic readiness, has been put forward by Collie
(2011) who observed that since data security, system security, risk assessment
and risk management all have a part to play, organisations need to assimilate
aspects of each rather than making them the preserve of different departments.
A move towards an aggregated view of forensic readiness is now being
supported by a number of authorities worldwide. This is seen to be an
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imperative, since interconnectivity between people, machines and cyberspace is
growing at an unprecedented pace. This makes people vulnerable to
exploitation both during their working lives and personal lives. Combatting
cybercrime can now be described as a permanent struggle rather than a
matter of dealing with a distinct series of events (Cardiff University, 2015).
Where organisations used to concentrate on defending their communications
boundaries, the mood is shifting towards a holistic approach to cybersecurity,
the SANS Institute has noted (2001). A key part of this approach is to recognise
and prepare for insider threat since it is now increasingly acknowledged that
people are the „weakest link‟ when it comes to data security. Whether
inadvertently or deliberately staff is calculated to be responsible for up to
62% of digital security incidents. In 91% of cases, cybersecurity attacks
have been initiated via a single email (Bunker and Kosciuk, 2017). As
Alumubark et al (2015) put it: „Information security begins and ends with
people.‟ In order to understand the cause of information leaks, they state, the
relationship between individuals and organisations needs to be explored.
The study of people and their attitude to information security in the
workplace represents a third area of research. Surveys carried out over the
past ten years have shown that employees are frequently careless, ignoring
or by-passing secure practices and that they fail to comply with company
security policies (Ponemon/Dtex, 2016). A root cause is that organisations
often fail to develop a shared system of values, beliefs and behaviours
amongst staff. The way forward, a number of authorities claim, is to build
and maintain a strong information security culture (ISC) (Da Veiga and
Eloff, 2010, Schlienger and Teufel, 2003, Von Solms, 2000). This goal needs
to be strongly supported by executives and senior management in order to
ensure that funding is available and to make high-level decisions e.g. about
outsourcing (Tuck School, 2016). These ideas have gained popularity amongst
businesses but researchers have found that there is a gap between talking
about good security practices and actually implementing them. This may be
because there is a lack of information on how ISC can be embedded into
corporate culture, according to Lim et al (2010). The same research team
carried out case studies on embedding ISC into two different companies and
found that it was: „…not as simple as changing employee behaviours and
the technical aspects of security.‟ Instead, they pointed out, there are a
number of other important elements, including the involvement of senior
management, maintaining both an awareness program and enforcement
process and allocating sufficient budget to the in-house ISC program.
The literature review carried out during the development this paper had
found that although a large body of work exists around the subject of forensic
readiness, approaches to it are very diverse, ranging from the technical to
the psychological. The research shows that there is a need to draw these
elements together. There is also a need to encapsulate how businesses can
grow an ISC. To this end, the main areas of discussion are expanded in the
next section and conceptual models, presented in the “Modelling Forensic
Readiness” section, are devised to support the argument that two key
components of forensic readiness are an incident management strategy based
on company-wide involvement and an iterative, think-tank approach to
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planning. The value of this research proposition is put forward in the “Research
Value Proposition” section, followed by a conclusion and suggestions for
future research in the last section.

Discussion
Data Security: The Cybercrime Landscape and Insider Threat
Data security is one of the greatest problems of the information age.
With incidents of accidental loss and deliberate misappropriation rising,
businesses and individuals struggle to keep their intellectual property
protected and their personal details private. For the everyday user, identity
theft is an increasing threat. Merely accessing the Internet and receiving
email makes them prey to continual phishing scams, virus attacks and
spyware intrusions. The UK fraud prevention service Cifas, has reported
that criminals are now making a point of targeting youth (Cifas, 2016). It
has also been shown that social networking puts computer and mobile
phone users at a higher risk. An annual survey carried out in the USA
reported that users of platforms such as Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat
are 46% more likely to suffer account takeover fraud than others (Javelin
and LifeLock, 2016).
Where businesses are concerned, the threat to corporate information
is at a level that has never been seen before. According to the National
Crime Agency, the threat is of such magnitude, complexity and fluidity
that neither businesses nor law enforcement will be able to meet the
challenges being presented alone. Cybercrime activity is also becoming
more aggressive and technically proficient (NCA, 2016). Attacks on
company defences from the outside are often seen as the greatest hazard
but studies have shown that they can be much more vulnerable to strikes
from the inside. Attacks from the inside often cause the most damage, as
an insider threat survey carried out by the SANS Institute (2015) found.
The survey goes on to say that information security professionals rate
insider threats as one of their top concerns - of a sample group of 772
taking part in the survey, 34% admitted to having been a victim of a
successful insider breach that is estimated to have cost their organisation
more than $1 million - yet they tend not to do much about it. The misuse
of credentials has been identified as a major factor in these cases.
Verizon‟s current Data Breach Investigations Report (2016) states that
63% of breaches involving privileged access involved weak or stolen
passwords and asserts that this is why the rapid growth of phishing and
other credential-stealing tactics are growing so quickly. The misuse of
insider credentials is also difficult to spot, the report adds, so much so
that 70% are not noticed for months.
For companies to carry out their day-to-day transactions smoothly,
they must put a lot of trust in their staff. Yet, because of the position they
occupy, the staff have legitimate access to the very data a business needs
to protect. This makes it easy for them to steal information which has
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value in the market place (Cole, 2015; Lim et al., 2010; Wells, 2004).
Data leakage is also prevalent and a model for preventing this happening
via email has been devised by Stamati-Koromina et al. (2012). As well as
having direct access to data systems, staff has many cheap and simple
ways of transporting information out of the office environment. They
often carry a number of devices which supply high capacity storage.
These include mobile phones, tablets and USB memory sticks. The data
security problems caused by the spread of Bring-Your-Own-Device
(BYOD) workplace culture are well documented along with the associated
potential for the careless or unwitting loss of information (Garrity and
Weir, 2010). In fact, staff negligence rather than malicious intent is the
main cause of insider incidents, a study by the Ponemon Institute and
Dtex Systems (2016) has indicated and the cost, per incident, of
containing a negligent data breach is currently around $207,000. The cost
of an incident caused by credential theft is more than twice that amount.
Despite this, many enterprises do not see insider threat as a security
priority until an incident occurs. Sometimes these incidents trigger major
security changes but often the problem is allowed to fade away. To
paraphrase the writers, the reason is that: „…insider threat is item 5 on
every CISO‟s top five priorities for the year and the budget line is drawn
after item 3‟.
Approaches to Digital Forensic Readiness (DFR)
DFR as A Process
A prime aim of DFR is to preserve and collect digital evidence so
that it can inform an investigation into a data breach (Rowlingson, 2004;
Sommer, 2009). Best-practice methods for the processes involved have
been laid out in numerous guides, the majority produced by law enforcement
and government agencies. In the UK, the Association of Chief Police
Officers (ACPO) has published a well-known set of guidelines that are
primarily aimed at serving officers but are also taken to apply to
investigators and practitioners of digital forensics in the private sector.
The ACPO guidelines, originally approved in 1999, were updated and
republished in 2012 (ACPO, 2012). In common with other published
guides in this subject area, for example, First Responder reference guides
published by the U.S. Department of Justice (2008) and the U.S. Secret
Service (2009), the ACPO guidelines advise on how digital equipment
should be handled in order to best preserve evidence. The accent is on not
losing or inadvertently spoiling digital evidence during the seizure of
equipment, in particular, at the scene of a crime. The majority of the
guides written for law enforcement agencies do not cover the subsequent
analysis of data although the latest (2012) version of the ACPO guide
does contain a brief section on analysis, giving views on who should
carry out such analysis and the need for analysis to be properly targeted
towards gathering evidence relevant to the case in hand.
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The four aims of the digital forensic process, as identified from these
guides and in order of importance are to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify the evidence
Preserve the evidence
Recover the evidence
Present the evidence

A visual encapsulation of this process is given in Figure 1, below.
Figure 1. The Digital Forensic Process, A Model

From a law enforcement perspective, presenting the evidence will
usually mean in support of pressing criminal charges and taking a case to
court. Corporates may also wish to enter into court proceedings following
a data breach, for example where industrial espionage or intellectual
property theft is discovered, and the guidelines set out by law enforcement
have been extensively adopted and modified for business purposes. Vom
Solms et al. (2006) have identified the four key activities of the digital
forensic process as:
1. Securing the evidence without contaminating it.
2. Acquiring the evidence without altering or damaging the original.
3. Authenticating that the recovered evidence is the same as the original
seized data.
4. Analysing the data without modifying it.
Hoolachan and Glisson (2010) have also focused on how digital evidence
should be handled within organisations as part of DFR. A document that goes
into further depth is the Directors‟ and Corporate Advisors‟ Guide to Digital
Investigation and Evidence (Sommer, 2009). The guide details the legal
issues involved in the analysis of computer systems, media and mobile phones
as well as their collection and preservation. Advice is also given on a
„Corporate plan of action‟ for digital incidents, although the guide does not
go into data analysis procedure.
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Incident Response, Technical and Human Elements
The technical nature of locating and gathering potential digital evidence
has led to businesses setting up specialist information security teams with
appropriate skill sets. The SANS Institute (2001) has recommended that
corporates should establish a Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT)
to work within the company‟s incident response procedures. Members of the
team should include upper management, the information security team, the
IT department, the physical security team, lawyers and the human resources
and public relations departments. The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST, 2004) has also recommended that organisations in critical
infrastructure technologies should establish CERTs as well as a defined set
of policies and procedures. Nevertheless, corporate cybercrime mitigation
and cyber-risk management remains: „…hampered by many businesses
continuing to see the threat as a purely technical issue - rather than as a
challenge for the board, the entire organisation and for business strategy.‟
(NCA, 2016).
The movement towards company-wide involvement in digital security
and incident response has gained traction as businesses have become more
aware of the threat from cybercrime, particularly the information security
problems caused by insiders. Kraemer et al. (2009) found that technical
problems and coding errors were only one source of computer system
weakness; human and organizational factors could introduce vulnerabilities,
too. More recently, researchers have directly studied the moral behaviour of
employees (Da Veiga and Eloff, 2010; Alfawaz et al., 2010) and how this
can be influenced by corporate culture. Van Niekerk and Von Solms (2010)
have stated that it is essential for organisations to establish a culture of
information security and clear information morals because by establishing
those standards, the human factors that generate risk to information security
are minimised and managed. Gebrasilase and Lessa (2011) have also
emphasised the effect that corporate culture has on the information morals
of employees, adding that an information security culture is made up of a set
of information security characteristics that are valued by an entire organisation.
Alumubark et al. (2015), found that security incidents can be attributed
to: „…unaddressed information security vulnerabilities and the disharmony
between organisational objectives and social values.‟ The research team
found that the most influential factors in this miss-match were sectarian
behaviour and what they termed the „belonging scale‟, inferring that employees
need to feel part of an organisation if its rules are to matter to them.
The need to persuade employees to make a personal investment in the
security of the businesses that they work for has been noted by Collie (2010)
who advised that giving staff a role in the security process is a key motivator. A
model for small to medium enterprise (SMEs) was also introduced by Collie,
the core aspects being the education, consultation and participation of staff,
supported by awareness training that is accessible, relevant and up to date. It
is crucial that management is committed and fully invested in the process, as
Greene D‟Arcy (2010) have shown. The Tuck School (2016) has also strongly
supported this view. An executive workshop held by the Glassmeyer/
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McNamee Center for Digital Strategies affirmed: „To really create a security
culture.. awareness and buy-in have to permeate through all the levels of the
organisation.‟
The Importance of Planning
While most businesses now recognise that cybersecurity is important,
many may not completely understand how their organisation is at risk and
what action to take. This is particularly true of small firms. In the UK, for
example, only 51% have attempted to identify cybersecurity risks via health
checks, risk assessments or audits (Klahr et al., 2016). While many authorities
have stressed the importance of having sound incident handling plans,
guidelines and procedures in place before an incident occurs, a large number
of organisations remain ill-prepared for incident handling and even tend to
ignore it, choosing instead to focus on maintaining production (Tan et al.,
2003). While there are internal economic reasons for this, as Verizon (2016)
has pointed out, firms also have a tendency to be reactive rather than proactive. Since the majority of businesses now rely on information technology
to trade and communicate, data security should be a driving force, not an
afterthought. In brief, as Rowlingson (2003) remarked: „If you wait until
you know you have a problem, it‟s probably too late.‟

Modelling Forensic Readiness
A literature review has found that forensic readiness is a broad subject
and a number of elements are embodied within the concept. A number of
different approaches to forensic readiness have also been identified with
inputs from a variety of disciplines. Drawing the threads together presents
difficulties not least, this paper suggests, because the terms „forensic readiness‟
and „incident response‟ are often used interchangeably. In fact, incident
response is one component of forensic readiness. Barske et al. (2010) have
proposed that it is possible to group the essential elements of digital forensic
readiness into thematic categories, summarised as:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Strategy
Policy & Procedures
Compliance & Monitoring
Technology
Digital Forensic Response

The researchers‟ accompanying model depicts these elements as separate
from each other but contributing to the DFR process. This paper seeks to move
the idea forward by showing how key components of DFR fit together.
Further, it seeks to show how a whole organisation can be involved in planning
and strategy, each department following the same reporting construct and
facilitating the free flow of information.
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The HAUS Forensic Readiness Strategy Model
This section introduces a model for forensic readiness which has been
derived from assimilating and analysing relevant research literature across
the core disciplines. The model is an: Homogeneous, Answerable and Unified
Strategy (HAUS). The process is driven by management, which needs to
have continuous involvement. However, the process is enacted and delivered
by staff i.e. all staff, not just technical staff or staff from selected departments.
All staff can have roles because technical skills are not needed for a significant
proportion of the work involved. Education and awareness is, however, vital.
The HAUS model depends on the following planning construct.
Staff Involvement - A Model for Inclusive Planning
In the same way as an organisation‟s employees need to know, in advance,
what to do in the event of a fire, in the event of a digital incident they need
to know what to do, how to do it and who‟s responsible for what.
They also need to know, at least at a basic level: what needs protecting;
where it is; how crucial data might escape and how equipment e.g.
workstations, laptops can be secured.
To this end, non-technical staff can be invited to participate in and
contribute to the four stages of a proactive, cyclical process which is Aware,
Alert and Always-on (AAA). The AAA cycle (Figure 2) involves:
a) Thinking - what needs protecting
b) Planning - how to spot a problem, contain it if possible and who
needs to know
c) Gathering - information
d) Reviewing - information
Appropriately trained technical staff or outside professional help will be
needed to gather and review potential digital evidence.
Figure 2. Conceptual Model - AAA Cycle

The AAA cycle links into the Digital Forensic process model (Figure 1)
by aiding the identification, preservation and recovery of potential evidence.
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The following model conceptualises the connection. To make it easily
memorable, it is rendered as a key - the Data Lockdown Operation Key
(DLOK) (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Conceptual Model – DLOK

Overall Strategy Model
The HAUS model (Figure 4) can be adapted and utilised by both small
and large enterprise. A key feature of the model is that each department of
an organisation needs to have its own AAA cycle in place and in process.
Information derived from the cycle is passed to the people who need to
know and can take action. For this reason, a chain of command needs to be
established in each department so that staff knows who to report to.
Information and input from all departments should be pooled and proposed
actions discussed by representatives who form the next link in the chain of
command. Input should flow both ways, from staff to management and from
management to staff.
The first steps towards implementing HAUS are for an organisation to
identify:
a) Which departments should be involved
b) First responders within each department
c) A clear Chain of Command
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Figure 4. Conceptual Model – HAUS

Research Value Proposition
As has been discussed, cybercrime is a global problem which increases
year on year, at vast cost to nations, organisations and individuals. While
organisations still tended to meet the cybersecurity challenge by concentrating
attention on defending their communications boundaries, it is now recognised
that one of the biggest threats to corporate data comes from within - from staff.
Although companies are aware of this threat, they do little to address it.
Drawing on studies into human behaviour and the moral response to
organisations, authorities have concluded that if data theft and data leakage
are to be prevented, there is a need to build an internal information security
culture which is based on shared values. However, previous research has
shown that there is a lack of information on how ISC can be embedded into
corporate culture. Furthermore, a compressive literature review has not
uncovered any model that attempts to do so. This research advances the
proposition that all staff can be and should be invited to engage in the
processes that guard and maintain data security. It is postulated that this not
only aids and enhances an organisation‟s forensic readiness, it has the
potential to help it build a security culture. Planning and strategy are integral
to forensic readiness. This paper puts forward models for both, representing
a consolidation of knowledge gathered from a number of disciplines that
have contributed to the research debate.
The proposed conceptual model AAA provides a proactive and continuous
planning method which feeds information into the HAUS forensic readiness
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strategic model. The AAA process connects with and supplements the Digital
Forensic process model by aiding the identification, preservation and recovery
of potential evidence. Applied across each department the two processes,
conceptualised as the unified model DLOCK, help form the backbone of an
organisation‟s data lock-down operation.
The HAUS model is a collaborative strategic approach which aims to
help organisations to consolidate DFR activities and build their capacity to
detect, prevent and manage incidents. Allowing all staff to be involved in
and contribute to the process allows them to be part of the joint effort,
encouraging the sense of community and thus a strong security culture. Since
existing staff carry out the majority of the procedures, the model should be
economic to implement and run, the financial benefits of enhanced data
security and consequent reduction in business losses far outweighing the
cost of time expended on DFR projects. This outcome can be anticipated
since behaviour analytics and threat intelligence solutions already being
deployed have been shown to deliver the highest incremental cost saving to
industry (Ponemon and Dtex, 2016).

Conclusions
Interconnectivity between people, machines and cyberspace is growing
at an unprecedented pace, exposing individuals to exploitation during their
working lives and their personal lives. Although cybercrime attacks from
external agents pose a significant threat to organisations and businesses
worldwide, research has shown that data compromise, theft and leakage
largely happens from the inside due to the inadvertent or deliberate actions
of staff. Although organisations need to protect their communication
boundaries, equal attention needs to be paid to the role that insiders play if
cybersecurity is to be improved and maintained. The human factor has been
widely acknowledged as a problem when it comes to implementing information
security practices. Staff is often careless, they ignore or by-pass security
measures and fail to comply with company security policies. As a result,
organisations are vulnerable to data security breaches. Corporate culture and
budget considerations also tend to lead to a reactive rather than proactive
response. In practice, surveys have found, forensic readiness is often talked
about by businesses but they fail to develop the capability.
Annual statistics on the causes of cybercrime have consistently shown
that staff plays a vital role because they represent a weak point in corporate
defences. Researchers have studied the phenomenon and found that employees
often have no vested interest in maintaining the data security of the companies
they work for. A core reason is that organisations fail to develop a shared
system of values, beliefs and behaviours amongst staff. The remedy, it is
now theorised, is for businesses to build a strong information security
culture but, as yet, no clear way of embedding such a culture into organisations
has emerged.
A review of literature across a range of disciplines which have contributed
to research into forensic readiness has found that it is a broad subject and a
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number of elements are embodied within the concept. This complexity
means that the notion is difficult to grasp. Forensic readiness is also not
well understood since the term is often used interchangeably with the term
„information security‟. This paper has drawn the threads of discussion
together to show that although information security is the central aim of
forensic readiness, it is not the same thing. Further, it has shown that while
preserving and collecting digital evidence is imperative to the process, it is
nevertheless only one activity within it. Forensic readiness is about being
prepared for data security incidents. It is essential firstly because, in the
information age, it is impossible to avoid them and secondly, as one authority
has remarked: „If you wait until you know you have a problem, it‟s probably
too late.‟
This research has aimed to advance the idea that all staff can and should
be engaged in the processes that support and sustain data security. It is
argued that this will not only aid and enhance an organisation‟s forensic
readiness but also help it to build a security culture. Since planning and
strategy are foundational components of forensic readiness, this paper has
put forward conceptual models for both. These have been extrapolated from
knowledge collated from numerous academic sources. A proactive and
continuous planning and reporting method (AAA) which integrates with the
digital forensic process has been proposed. This supplies inputs into an
overall strategic model (HAUS). The HAUS concept represents a structured,
inclusive approach to forensic readiness which can be scaled and customised
according to an organisation‟s needs. It is suggested that the model should
be economic to set up and run since the majority of DFR activities can be
carried out by existing staff. The cost in terms of time expended on these
should be more than matched by a reduction in losses due to data security
breaches.
Further research opportunities lie in conducting surveys in different sized
organisations in order to assess how the HAUS model and the AAA model
that is integral to it could be applied and in order to gauge corporate reaction
to the concepts. The surveys should be designed to gather responses from
management and staff at all levels with feedback being used to improve and
refine the model. Opportunities to test customised versions of the model,
initially on a small scale, could then be sought.
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